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ABSTRACT

Gravi ta t ional waves are an inescapable consequence of the r e l a t i v i s t i c

theory of g r a v i t a t i o n . They are meaningfully comparable with electromagnetic

waves. However, they are not conformally i n v a r i a n t . So, t o i nves t iga t e t h i s

proper ty for g r a v i t a t i o n a l waves, modifed f i e ld equations are obtained of

which the underlying Lagrangian i s "based on g rav i t a t ion only. I t g ives , i f

h e l i c i t y i s preserved, amplitude modif icat ion, and the wave i s represented by

Bes3el function of zero order . Some aspects of t h i s theoiy are discussed with

reference t o g r av i t a t i ona l waves only.
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Einstein's general theory of relativity has received practically no
experimental confirmation outside of the amazingly accurate predictions about
the advance of perihelion of mercury and deflection of light rays in the Sun's
gravitational field. Moreover, in the course of i t s development the theory has
two exciting predictions - gravitational waves and black holes. Black holes
demand very strong gravitational fields (gravitational potential must approach
the square of the velocity of light) for their foimation, while gravitational
waves exist even in the weaK-field approximation.

Gravitational radiation has a tremendous penetrating capacity. I t
could enable us to obtain an adequate description of the details of gravita-
tional collapse, the internal structure of supernovas and nuclei of galaxies,
the physical conditions during the very early stages in the evolution of the
universe, and so on. Moreover, the difficulty to detect them is associated
with their penetrating capacity. It has a fundamental role to play.
Vfeinberg [U observes that:

" . . . gravitational radiation would be interesting even i f there
were no chance of ever detecting any, for the theory of gravitational
radiation provides a crucial link between general relat ivi ty and the micro-
scopic frontiers of physics".

All physical fields except gravitation can he regarded as imbedded, or
given, in Minkowski spaee-time. A value of a field at the point of space-time
in no way changes the interval between them:

dS (1.1)

The field may be weak or strong but as long as one does not consider Its ability

to generate gravitation the interval between events is not changed. Producing

a gravitational field simply means that one changes the distance and the inter-

val of time between events, in other words, one changes the metric of space-

time.

Essentially, the very concept of a gravitational wave, which corresponds

to our Ideas about other wave fields, presupposes a division of the gravitational

field (curvature) into a smooth background and a weak wave ripple. The non-

linearities of the gravitational field is accounted/By successive approximations.

When the wave ceases to be weak, the division into the background and the wave

becomes non-unique. A weak gravitational field Is characterized by the fact

that the metric everywhere in the considered region of space-time differs little
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from the Minkovski metric and can be represented in the form

(1.2)

ri

vhere |h \<< 1- (On the convergence of these expansions, e tc . , see [2]).

Weak gravitational waves belong to the class of weak gravitational

fields. They are distinguished by the fact that the corrections h are

oscillating functions of Lorentz coordinates and time in which the metric

is expressed. Weak gravitational waves have properties similar to other

physical wave fields, say, electromagnetic vaves. In what follows, we shall

consider only weak gravitational waves.

On the other hand, the universe surrounding us is homogeneous and

isotropic on a large scale, and is adequately described by Friedmann solution

of Einstein field equations. But, if we push back our knowledge, i t becomes

anisotropic and inhomogeneous in the vicinity of singularity. To explain i t ,

Misner [3] suggested a. mechanism of smoothing out anisotropy and Inhomogeneity

in the form of neutrino viscosity, while Zeldovich [k] favoured particle

creation. The effectiveness of these increases beyond limit near singularity

where matter is described by the equation of state p = e/3, and not by some

other one (based on the consequence of the existence of 3°K residual long

wavelength-background radiation).

The metric of an isotropic universe is conformally Euclidean. So, an

important property of the equations which govern free wave fields, is their

conformal invariance [3J. The simplest, generally covariant generalization of

the equations of electromagnetic and massless spinor fields are conformally

invariant. Arguments ore given favouring the choice of an equation for the

massless scalar field in a conformally invariant form. For instance, in curved

space-time the classical field <fr(x) of mass m satisfies the wave equation

(1.3)

where Q = ( ' ! 7 , R is the scalar curvature and £ is an adjustable

parameter. Frequently the choice 5 = 0 (in two dimensions) and £ » ^ (in

four dimensions) is made because then the equation (1.3) is invariant under

conformal trans formations (g ^ •+ U{x) g ) in the massless limit.
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The conformal invariance property of the equation is physically

essboddied into the impossibility of a superadiabatic amplification of waves,
and, hence, creation of corresponding massless particles tin quantum sense)

[6][7]- Since the gravitational vave equations are not conformally invariant,

graviton creation in the early universe is possible but other massless particles

like photons, neutrinos and gravitinos (spin 3/2) cannot be created. This fact

seems to be fundamental enough in order to see to which extent i t is inevitable

[8]. Conformal symmetry, in fact, restricts the coupling of the physical

system to the external gravitational field. For example, in electromagnetism

i t allows minimal coupling of the form (3 - eA ) but not Pauli coupling of

the form tyovv¥ I|I .

Therefore, in Section 2 we give the equations for weak gravitational

vaves in an (arbitrary) background metric. We introduce in Section 3 an

isotropic background universe, and show the conformal non-invariance of gravi-

tational wave equations along with some mention of analoguous properties with

electromagnetic waves.

To obtain conformally invariant gravitational wave equations, we need

the modification of Einstein theory which is discussed in Section t̂. Also

the implications of the modification are indicated in this Section.

Section 5 is devoted to the applications such as amplification of the

wave, knowledge about the early conditions in the evolution and so on.

2. GRAVITATIONAL WAVE EQUATIONS

Consider the vacuum Einstein equations with cosmological term

(ftV (2.1)

Assume that , where v ^ is the metric tensor of a background

arespace t ine , and assume that the background field equations K = XY

ftilfilled. The linearized equations

(2.2)

both lead to the same equation



(a.3)

vhere a l l operations are performed in background space time. R „ denotes
ucepv

the 'background curvature tensor (background quantities are not marked).
Equation (2.3) can be regarded as a generally covariant equation for a

symmetric second-rank tensor field h , and I t s solution is chosen subject
to the conditions

hs (2.U)

(2.5)

The equations (2.U) and (2.5) can, Irs analogy with the one in flat space time,
be interpreted as the necessary conditions for removing the spin s = 0, and
a = 1 contributions to h ^. For these solutions equation (2.3) takes the
form

(2.6)

Here i s should be mentioned that the equation (2.6) is not conformally
invariant, while the equation (2.It) Is conformally invariant", but the equation
(2.5) can be kept eonformally invariant If h uo = 0 = B VCT , a condition
analoguous to one that keeps the electrodynamic Lorentz gauge A = 0 con-
formally invariant.

Furthermore, Grishchuk and Yudln [8] have shown that gravitational wave
equations namely (2.U)-(2.6) can also be obtained in non-vacuum background.
This fact corresponds intuitively that a free gravitational wave should be sensi-
tive to a, curvature in the same vay, independently of what is the source of that
curvature.

• For instance, the conformed transformation 2a$
V

\v lead

e h and h
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3. QRAVITATI0RA1 WAVES IN AH ISOTHOPIC BACKGHOUHD UNIVERSE

It ia generally accepted that the evolution of the universe can be

described In a good approximation by a homogeneous and Isotropie model of

the Friedmann type, while it Is not necessarily the case with the stage before

the decoupling epoch of the matter from radiation. For simplicity, however,

we shall assume that a possible deviation of the universe from the homogeneity

and isotropy at its early stage is negligible. Then the metric at its most

compressed stage will be given by

dr** 74j dM^X* (3.1]

where a(n) Is a scale factor specifying the cosmic expansion and do2 stands

for a flat 3-space. Also ii is related to cosmic time t by the relation

cdt = a(n) dn.

Bow, the gravitational wave equation (2.6) in the background metric

(3-1) assumes the form

(3.2)

vhere prime denotes derivative with respect to n, and a comma denotes derivative

with respect to spatial coordinates. Following Lifshitz [9][lO], the wave

correction to the metric can be represented in the form of the 3um of terms

*, (3.3)

where M.k = M.k(x1') is the tensor harmonic defined by

(3.

in which n stands for a wave number such that the physical wave length is

given by 1 = 9IIa(n)/n. On ..inserting equations (3-3) -and (3-1*) into (3.2),

we obtain

(3.5)
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The effective potential — in (3.5) distinguishes this equation from the

ordinary equation in a Minkovski vorLd, Note that this is not zero in general

but for tvo special cases, namely, a. = const, (.which corresponds to a flat

background}, and a = aQn. This is a manifestation of the so-called conformal

non-invarianee of gravitational wave equations.
But, on the other hand, the analogy between electromagnetism and

gravitation begins with the laws of Coulomb and Hevton which can be expressed

in the form

A<f> - - (3.6)

where i is the electrostatic potential, i|> is the gravitational potential,

p and 11 are the charge density and the mass density respectively, G is

the gravitational constant.
The tensor of the electromagnetic field for travelling electromagnetic

waves and the curvature tensor for travelling gravitational waves have

vanishing invariants and have a similar algebraic structure. At the same time,

the fields of standing electromagnetic and gravitational waves have non-

vanishing invariants and again exhibit a correspondence from the point of view

or algebraic structure [7] [ l l ] .

Since the gravitational waves are an inescapable consequence of the

relativistic theory of gravitation, and they are meaningfully comparable with

electromagnetic waves (of course, sometimes analogy does not hold objectively).

Perhaps one of the most remarkable examples of this kind, which leads to

interesting physical consequences, is the conformal invariance of the electro-

dynamical equations and the conformal non-invariance of the gravitational wave

equations aa evident from equation (3-5)- So i t is natural to look for

conformally invariant gravitational wave equations.

1*. CONFORMALLY INVARIANT GRAVITATIONAL WAVE EQUATIONS

Grav i t a t i ona l waves are a d i r e c t consequence of t h e E ins te in theory

of gravitation, whose field equations

T'MV (U.I)

derivable from the Hilbert action

tU.2)

It i s , therefore, necessary to alter the Einstein field equations in order to

alter the gravitational wave equations. Or, i t is to obtain a confonaally

invariant Hilbert action, poSBibly without introducing fields other than

gravitation. For instance, many authors have suggested replacing the Hilbert

Lagrangian (not conformally invariant) with the Lagrangian gvvV„•' • + W*Z

(see equation (1.3)), which is conformally invariant. But this contains an

extra maasless scalar field which leads to the consequences such as variation

of gravitational constant, G. Therefore, we attempt here to achieve this

property for the gravitational wave by seeking a modification of Einstein

theory based on no other extra field.

Over the years, alternative theories have been postulated, for example,
Weyl tl2] suggested the invariant R to make the field action scale invariant
(in order to unify gravitation with electromagnetism). It is a conformelly
invariant theory, but i t has a bad long range behaviour as i t does not reduce
to Sewtcmian theory in the linearised limit. Another attractive alternative
suggested is R so that the coupling constant in matter Lagrangian is
dimensionless. Breizmau and others [13] studied the behaviour of homogeneous
isotropic Universes whose underlying Lagrangian density depends on Br , n
being a numerical constant, and the same was considered by Nariai [iM for
studying the problem of gravitational instability in an expanding Universe.

" " "~ •*•- k«« t.heir Laerangians on R R
studying tiie proaxem UJ. e.^--—
Also quantum considerations led people to base their Lagrangians on R^R ,

I their combinations. But, all these are not conformally

, need

(U.3)

where I stands for summation with respect to tn {= 2, . . . , B). Cm are
arbitrary coefficients corresponding to the values of in, *• is the character-
ist ic length such that the characteristic radii of curvature of the background

-6-
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world be large as compared with the gravitational wave length.

Usually, people considering higher order terms in 8 use different

coupling constants fol- each term, for instance, aR + @B + yE RWV. This

leads to confusion in analysing the predictions of the theory. But, here is

no such disadvantage as only one coupling constant (same as in the Hilbert case)

enters all the terns. The arbitrary coefficients C are dimensionless, and
in

are introduced to cancel out the gravitational mani festation- In other words,

C are to he determined so as to reduce to zero the additional potential

appearing in the gravitational wave equations (3.5) when we conformally trans-

form to Minkowski background without demanding restriction on the variation

of a(n). The arbitrary coefficients C m may also be helpful in studying the

trace ansmolies in the stress tensti, and may also help in removing the ghosts

in .higher order theories,

An application of the variational principle to the action

f( £-
vhere aCg, is given by ft. 3), and ots is the source Lagrangiati density, gives
the equations of the modified field theory as:

«,»-

* , V *)/Rz] (h.k)

Here

(I*.5)

stands for the energy momentum tensor responsible for the production of the

gravitational potential g . It can easily be seen that

> ; v ~ ° (

as in General Relativity.

It is evident that the modified field equations contain additional

terms involving E ^" (£2Hf* . This is due to the correction introduced in
6

the HilDert Lagrangian R. The Lagrangian (It.3) contains no field other than

gravitation and hence the field equation {.h.k) is a natural modification of

Einstein theory of gravitation. However, the equations^.!*) and (It.6) may be

used to study the cosmological problems.

On the other hand, gravitational wave equations can be obtained from

the modified field equation (k.k) under weak field approximation as in the case

of Einstein theory. The wave correction satisfies the usual gauge conditions

(h = 0, 0) , and i s expressed as the sum of terms such as

(following Lifshitz [9][l0]}. Then, the equation for \i in the modified theory

is

.« = 0

where

(4.9)

Thus the only correction to wave Bode due to the modification of the Einstein

field equation is the appearance of a new damping term (A'v'/A). In the case

where nn » 1, * = e~lnnv(n) is generally a slowly varying function of n,

30 that we obtain

„« »i
.10)
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This equation shows that, even if the model-universe is regular (so that

a j aQ = const, > 0 at all times), the amplitude V can be singular, provided

that there is some epoch at which A becomes aero.

Further, the wave equation (U.8) depends on the scale factor a(n) and

also on the arbitrary coefficients C. The forner, however, is determined by

the matter filling the Universe, and by its equation of state. As mentioned
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above, ve do not prescribe any restriction on a(n) instead we make use of

C in nullifying the additional potential term in the gravitational vave

equation.

How, consider the transformation

This reduces (U.8) to

r .*r -

where t is a constant and fCn) = a A. Comparing the coefficients of various

powers of (n - n ) in t^-lM, the values of C 'a can be obtained which

involve the solution of H simultaneous equations. These values of C 's are
In

proper, and when used in the Lagrangian (A.3) vill give the field equations of

the modified theory such that the gravitational wave equations will be conformally

invariant.

However, the amplitude of the gravitational wave will "be Jk times the

amplitude of the corresponding vave in Einstein theory, that is

V* (1..15)

which is of the form of Schro&inger equation. So, lii]2 can be interpreted as

•being proportional to the energy density of the vave. Further, the correction

introduced in the Hilbert Lagrangian to modify the Einstein theory has resulted

in the vave equation (*t.l2) (vhich is in a. flat background metric) in the form

of an effective potential

Vft) 5

~ 1L &A ZA 4 "
CU.13)

As a result, the equation (1*.8) vill reduce to

t.16}

Since Ct.lfi) is a Bessel equation, the wave in curved "background will fce

represented by J (nTi) vhich will appear as usual classical wave in flat

background. This equation throws light on the shape and variation of gravitational

waves in the modified theory.

Therefore, ve have three additional terms with — . We are consequently better
aM a

placed in nullifying the term — (due to Einstein theory) by the terass
a'A' A" A'2 a

2£ + — — j -
—. (due to modification) without imposing any condition on a(n)

through a proper choice of the arbitrary constants C . When it is done,
2

U(i) = 0. sni (U.12) reduces to usual wave equation w" + un = 0 in flat

space time.

To obtain proper w e demand that U(n) •* 0 at any n, say n

(which can be taken as the start of the expansion of the Universe). Then it

is easy to obtain that

(U.XU)

5. APPLICATIOKS

(i) Amplification

Gravitational wave equation (3.5) as obtained in the Einstein theory is

not conformally invariant in an isotropic background universe, and hence super-

adiabatic amplification of vave can occur [5][6] at the stage in the evolution

of the universe vhen the vave ceases to be a high frequency one- This means

that the rate of evolution is so great that the characteristic time for change

in the background metric is less than the period of the wave. This condition

is satisfied near the singularity in an expanding Friedmann universe.

In the process of the evolution of the background the true wavelength

X varies proportionally to atn), but the ratio betveen \ and a remains

unchanged:

lira
m ^ I T (5.1)
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Thus, as a changeB tile wave does not cease to be short, but the property

of the vave of being high, or low frequency can be violated. Moreover, the

specific form of a(n) is determined by tlie matter filling the Universe and

depends on i ts equation of state.

To explain the amplification,we seek a solution of (3-2) in the form

(indices are dropped)

(5.2)

with additional condition

Then

(5.3)

(5.U)

(for example, A ^ . ^ O , B = O ) , then in what follows its A amplitude increases

and, in addition there appears a wave of opposite direction - that is, B -

amplitude. As a result, as n •+ +» , we obtain the original wave amplified

in comparison with the adiabatic lav

(5.T)

and a generated wave in the opposite direction with amplitude |B|^. If a

standing wave exists as n •* -", |A, | Z = |B-, j 2 then as n -*• +*" it remains a

standing wave |A^(2 = |S | 2 , and its amplification or attenuation depends

on the initial phase. After averaging over phase, amplification of the wave

is always obtained. The quantum process of spontaneous creation of particles

is precisely the result of amplification of the initial vacuum fluctuations.

In principle, aoperadiabatic amplification of the wave occurs for any

law of variation of a(n) (except the case a" = 0 ) , but significant super-

adiabatic amplification of waves occurs only when there are rapid variations

of the background metric such that 6 £ T where B = ~t (variation of back-

ground) and T = 2n (wave period) [5,].

n

(ii) About early universe.. Here we consider equation (3.5). Let n Q be

the epoch when the universe Just started expanding. Assuming the variation

of a(n) sufficiently smooth, we can write

and their consequence is

/ A / 2 - /ft/'
(5.5)

Suppose that as n •* -™ and n "*•+** the value of a tends to constant values

a1 and a« respectively, with fairly smooth variation inbetween. Accordingly

A and B tend to constant values such that

& (5.6)

a t r\ , and the difference (n - nQ) can be taken as small as we p l ea se . So

we can assign n very close t o s i n g u l a r i t y . Or we can wr i t e (5.8) in the

form

(5-9)

(5.6)

But, A and B are s t r i c t ly constant only for a" = 0 as evident from (5-M-

However, i f a" # 0, and n + - " , there is a travelling wave of only one direction

-13-

Also, we have the earliest epoch, that i s , Planck time t . Then from the

relation edt - a(n)d , we obtain a value unity for TIQ as a = e't . So,

one advantage of power expansion (5.8) is that we deal with quantities whose

magnitude is of the order of unity rather than of smallness of order 10

Again looking to the validity of the expansion (5.8), we are limited to study

- l i t -



the 'behaviour of a(n) for 0 * n. - n ̂  1 or 1 < n * 2.

So, inserting (5-9) in (.3.5) ve obtain certain interesting information

about the early stages of the universe. If ve take the first term of (5.9)

in (3-5) we obtain the gravitational waves conformally Invariant and hence no

superadiabatic amplification of wave can take place. But the terms on the

right hand side of (5.9) are growing with time, hence the vave represented by

(3.5) gets quickly dampened. That is, as long as the periodicity of the wave

is such that

6. DISCUSSION

It1 > of.

(5.10)

the wave remains growing. Physically this would correspond to the smoothing
out or damping out of the i n i t i a l inhomogeneities. With increasing TI, that is
in the direction of increasing cosmic time, the higher order terms "become
important to effect the damping out of a l l the inhomogeneities quickly in the
early stages of evolution.

On the other hand, &{T\) depends on the matter f i l l ing the Universe
and i t s equation of s ta te . So, we can have qualitative ideas of the equation
of state in the vicinity of singularity. To examine this point of view, le t us
assume equation of state as

(5.11)

vhere k is a constant, and y is the adiabatic index. This leads to the

equation

£
a

T~' - t)

(5.IS)

Thus, for k and y such that kc^~ = 1, we have a conformally invariant

gravitational wave equation as shown by (3.5), and hence no amplification or

creation of graviton can take place.

On the other hand, equation (5-12} indicates a hyperbolic behaviour for

a(n). This is in close agreement with the first term of the expansion (5-9)

(because it gives a * aQ Cosh bn). So, in the choastic universe, the more

appropriate equation of state for matter filling the universe is (5.11).

-15-

I t seems that one is left with two options, though each of them looks
quite interesting. One is to agree that the transformation (U.ll) modifying
the amplitude of the wave i s valid, and the other is i t s contrary. In the
former case, one then obtains a modified theory of gravitation where the gravi-
tational waves are conformally invariant l ike electromagnetic vaves. As the
conformal invariance preserves angle and phase (only lengths are al tered),
helicity should be preserved. And this is what we achieve in (k . l l ) through
(It.15). Thus, i t Is not violating the spin (s = 2) of gravitation in a flat
background, instead i t slightly modifies the amplitude of the wave to v".
As a consequence of this the structure of the gravitational waves in a curved
background (3.1) is modified to a vave represented by the Bessel function

J (ni\). So, in this modified theory (based on gravitational field only) only
o

those waves represented by Bessel function J (nTi) can satisfy the conformal
invariance property like electromagnetic waves. As such the modification in
the amplitude of the vave seems natural.

On the contrary, i t leads to the fact that any modification of
Einstein theory based on scalar R = SUVEVV cannot yield a conformally invariant
gravitational wave equation In an isotropic background universe. Then i t
means that on both classical and quantum levels gravitons behave drastically
differently from other massless part icles . For instance, unlike photons,
gravitons are coupled to one another. This leaves one to have amplification
of gravitational wavea as they are not conformally invariant, and hence gravi-
tons can be created (in quantum sense) in a nonstationary isotropic gravitational
field, particularly In the strong gravitational field of the early universe.

Moreover, the field equations of the modified theory Involve terms such
as R/K, R. R'^/R2 etc. which are obtained in the quantum theory of
gravitation owing to renormalization of the stress tensor. Anomalies in stress
tensor are also known to involve such terms. Thus the field equations of the.
modified theory may be a. more natural choice for considering quantum processes
In the early universe.
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